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his travel letter is a bit behind schedule so to speak. We started this letter at the end of October 

2016. A long time ago and therefore we need to edit the part we already wrote and will add the rest 

of the interesting events till the day we cleared out of Grenada, June 16 2017. 

 

Time flies having fun and the 14 months we spend in this wonderful Island, went swiftly. The period was a bit 

stretched due to the extended time on the hard in Clarkes Court Boatyard. After spending so much time in 

Grenada we think we know a bit more about the country of Grenada, 

the people and the history by now. 

 

To be honest, we only knew the 

country flag (boat made by 

Ineke) and coordinates of the 

bay we wanted to make 

landfall but had not a clue 

about the people and their 

history. The first few days we 

learned a bit more from different 

sources like; the internet and reading the 

leaflets of the Tourist information. So let us start first with a 

bit of back ground in the history and other interesting know-how. 

 

Grenada’s location in the Caribbean Sea 
In what way we the island Grenada experienced and what to mention or skip, is a difficult choice! For us, 

Granada was an unknown Caribbean island on the third continent we visited in 2016. Starting in Europe 

(considering the Canary Islands 

as Europe) via Surinam in South 

America we landed April 28 in 

the Caribbean. To be exact, it’s 

called the archipelago of the 

West Indies. These islands of 

the West Indies are not part of 

the contingents of North- or 

South America but are a chain 

of islands along the East side of 

the Caribbean Sea. 

Grenada is part of the Lesser 

Antilles and situated north of 

Trinidad & Tobago (South 

America) and south Saint 

Vincent & the Grenadines. This 

info is just for orientation if you are a novice to these waters like we were (source Wikipedia) 

 

History of Grenada 
We do not pretend to be well-informed about Grenada just the contrary. Therefor we gathered information 

and found some relevant info at Wikipedia. 

 

In 1498 Christopher Columbus discovered the island and named her Grenada. All Christophers’ discoveries 

were in the name of Spain; however Spain never claimed the island of Grenada. 

T 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caribbean_Sea
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grenada
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After 1498, Grenada had many different potentates or leaders. In 1630, France besieged and murdered 

every single native Caribbean on the island. In 1763, at the Treaty of Paris, Grenada was given to the United 

Kingdom. 

In 1974 Grenada finally got her independency of the UK, but is still part of the Common Wealth. 

 

In 1974 Sir Eric Gairy, became the first Prime 

minister after independency of a (more or less) 

dictatorial government. But in 1979, Maurice 

Bishop, leader of the left Jewel Movement (NJM) 

took over after he committed a coup. However 

Bishop was unable to write out elections, had 

Marxist - Leninist views and sympathized with 

Communist Cuba. These facts made Grenada not 

very popular with her neighbour countries. 

 

General Huson Austin committed a new coup in 1983. To the US government it was clear that Cuba was 

behind this one. The conflict within the NJM 

ended up with the imprisonment and murder of 

Bishop and some of his followers by a group of the 

extreme-left wing. 

On request of Grenada a military 

intervention/invasion was performed by OECS and 

American military forces with support of Dominica 

and some other Caribbean countries. 

 

 

December 1984 Herbert 

Blaize (NNP) won the elections 

and became Prime Minister. 

After his death in ’89 Nicolas Brathwaite (NDC) became Premier in ’90. (Heads of state 

since independency) 

Grenada is a very small country (worldwide number 10 from the bottom), it is a still a 

Common Wealth member and has her own Coat of Arms while Queen Elizabeth is on the 

East Caribbean Dollar (EC$) More info here). 

 

From history to the present 
The above information has filled our history gap as well as yours we assume (if you were brave enough to 

read the dry stuff to the end) now. All these facts and local knowledge we learned through friends, leaflets 

we picked-up in the first few weeks as well as through the internet. Touring around by the local busses and 

walking in the area gave us the first impressions of this new to us country. 

 

The first few weeks in Grenada (April 2016), we needed to recover from the last bits of the 

Zika virus we caught in Surinam. But also getting adjusted to the heat took some time for the 

difference between day and night temperatures was only 5 degrees, in the range of 26°-32°C. 

As sailors from Northern Europe it is HOT, HOT HOT and we had to find a balance in “being 

busy” and “relaxing/siesta” time. 

 

During our stay at anchor in Prickley Bay, our port of entry (after arriving from Surinam see Zeezwaluw Post 

2016, 4) we found our daily routine. We stayed in a quiet spot in this hugh bay located at the south side of 

Grenada. 

 

 . . 

_ 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Island_Caribs
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Invasion_of_Grenada
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Invasion_of_Grenada
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_heads_of_government_of_Grenada)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_heads_of_government_of_Grenada)
ttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grenada
https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/zeezwaluw-post-2016-nr-4.pdf
https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/zeezwaluw-post-2016-nr-4.pdf
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There are hundreds of yachts (80% US or Canadian flagged vessels) at own anchor, on a mooring ball and a 

few wealthy one’s stay in the tiny marina. The hills around the bay are very green and lush and trees just 

started to bloom due to spring time. So, it is a wonderful bay to get acquainted with this new country. 

 

Unexpected encounters 
The most urgent and pressing job for us after arriving was “to get local money”. They have EC dollars and we 

have none of course! Luckily our Dutch flagged neighbour boat “Shady Lady” came to our rescue. As soon as 

our anchor had settled they came over to us by dinghy. They had seen the yellow flag and knew we were 

newbies. 

They told us where to find customs & immigration (C & I) and 

said we had to pay in cash. They lent us 200EC$ to do so and 

advised to have a drink in the bar to celebrate our safe arrival. 

Only after that we should start the walk to the bank for 

money. 

 

So after our business at C & I but before celebrating, we 

started the long walk to the bank. And a long hot walk it was, 

however we had a charming encounter with a local craftsman 

we want to share with you. 

 

Ineke was only getting halfway that hike due to a swollen ankle. She rested on a bench in a tiny park while 

Riens continued his money hunt in the heat. After an hour he turned up with the 

money. Soaking wet and very exhausted he sat down next to Ineke on the bench 

to have a rest. A moment later a Grenadian man came and sat next to us. The 

man introduced himself and started to chat. He asked us if we were new to 

the island. As soon as he heard it was our first visit, he talked about this 

island, his family of 11 as well as his profession. He was a craftsman working 

with fresh palm tree leaves. He showed us how to make a bird and a basket out of 

a fresh palm tree leaf. It was unbelievable how fast he made them while he was 

talking to us at the same time! Generally he sold these items to American tourists of 

the giant cruise ships but today he was on his way to work on the beach of Prickley 

Bay. 

 

Of course we bought the basket the friendly man made in only 20 minutes and got 

the bird as a present. Once back on Zeezwaluw we placed the basket when it was 

filled with fruits on top of our diesel stove, for we will not use this stove in 

Grenada ever. 

Looking at the basket brings always a smile on our faces and memories of our first day in Grenada. 
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How to get Island cruisers news 
“SV Shady Lady” told us also about “the net” for all kinds of news for cruisers. It is broadcasting 6 days a 

week at 7.30 am on VHF channel 66I. A net controller is leading the show along a special script. Emergencies, 

weather, new arrivals and departures as well as need for help, treasures of the bilge, social events and local 

businesses announcing specials. They also mention when and where they pick-up for special 

shopping busses. The rest of the day channel 68 is the “social channel” for cruisers. 

Well, we listened to the net almost every morning while we were in Grenada. So we 

knew all what was going on and organized by & for cruisers so they do not get bored 

during hurricane season. Sometimes the net was interesting, always amusing but often 

boring with the same voices and messages. 

We never had the VHF on 68 all day long, too much chatter and noise! For a lot of 

cruisers the net was their way of researching if they were in need of something (help or parts). We were 

amazed by that because we always try to find out things ourselves first before asking for help, which might 

take longer but it gives a lot of experience and knowledge along the way. 

 

Spending money, a lot 
Money, our largest donations were at Budget 

Marine for new equipment. The first item 

was a new dinghy. Our 23-year old Caribe 

could not keep the air and needed twice a-

day resuscitation. But boat stuff was not as 

cheap in Grenada as we were told in Europe 

we discovered very soon. Budget Marine had 

astronomical prices compared to what we 

were used to. Nevertheless we had to buy a 

new dinghy, not a Caribe this time but a 

lightweight 9 foot hyperlon AB dinghy with a 

rigged aluminum hull. Delivery time took 3 

week. So the old winded lady Caribe had to 

serve us another 3 weeks. 

 

The pictures 

show the 

new one the 

first day 

and after personalized her and adjustment for hoisting her on the deck at 

night for safe keeping. 

 

In these 3 weeks we were able to get equipment repaired, buy and install several items of the wish list we 

composed after the Atlantic crossing, like new genoa reefing line, lines for the wind steering & spare parts 

for the foot pump and a new electric one, both for the galley. For Surinam turned out to be not the place to 

buy boat materials simply because they are not available as we found out. 

 

We were lucky to find a Stainless Steel-shop at the yard near Budget who was able to repair our broken 

gooseneck in a day; he did a great job for an affordable price. This time Riens was very content with the 

repair of the welded gooseneck. As he asked the man to do, it was not polished smooth like it was done in 

Turkey, but it was very strong now. So the old gooseneck was swabbed for the strong welded SS once again. 

But the old one is still kept as a spare, you will never know….. 
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Meeting up with many sailing friends 
The first old fiends we bumped into in Prickly Bay were Jan and Doug of “SV Hanna” (USA) after 10 years! 

Ten years ago we met them in Trizonia, a little Greek island in the bay of Corinth. Since that time we kept in 

email contact so we knew they were here. With a sundowner in hand accompanied by a loud but well 

performing steel band at the Tiki Bar in Prickley Bay Marina, we talked for a long time face-2-face. Jan and 

Doug had a lot of great info to share for newbies like us. 

Jayne, Paul and Lilly of “SY Delphines” (UK), who we met last year in Tenerife sailed into Prickley Bay and 

anchored next to us. We had a great dinner and evening at their boat and could compare our experiences 

about our “crossings”. They had already visited many of the northerly islands and filled us in about well-

worth islands to visit and places to skip. 

Over the next months, we saw both of them several times even in the other bays we were anchored in. 

 

In the meantime our “Same-time Crossing the Atlantic friends” of ”SY Cassy” and “SY Steel Appeal” had 

arrived in Grenada too but were in a different bay. It was finally time to share our stories about broken 

parts, seaweed around props and dolphins and whales on the long sail from Europe to the Caribbean. Also 

social events were planned; together we undertook shopping trips with the reggae1 busses to Saint Georges 

to visit the fresh fruit, veggie & fish market. 

Thereafter we had a coffee at the market square before reggae-ing home again. When we moved to Woburn 

Bay after 2 months, both “Cassie” and “Steel Appeal” were already there. We had lots of fun at BBQ’s and 

music jams just what came up to join. Read more in The Zeezwaluw Post no 5: “3 bays and 3 social events”. 

 

In most of the bays we were the only true Dutch sailing boat. Most of the other few Dutch flagged boats 

are owned by other Nationalities for 

customs reasons (cheaper or less 

regulations). So when there comes dinghy 

to Zeezwaluw and the crew speaks Dutch 

it’s rare, however sometimes it happens ….. 

On a quiet afternoon in True Blue Bay 

(TBB), our second bay our Dutch friends 

Annemieke and Rob of “SY Charlie II” 

popped in by dinghy unexpectedly. It was 

great to see them again after 3 years. 

They were anchored in Prickly Bay but had 

seen Zeezwaluw when passing TBB. As you 

read above, the sailors cruising community 

is small although it’s worldwide, you will meet each other somewhere someday. 

 

Organized trips in Granada 
Through the net or the Facebook page for cruisers (yes, really) we learned there was a special tour “Cutties 

Tour” around the islands scheduled 2 days later. Next to explanation about the scenery along the road by 

Cutty the tour guide and driver we would visit 3 extreme popular sites of Grenada; The Rivers Rum factory, 

                                                           
1
 Reggae busses; we gave them this name because all drivers always had loud reggae music on. 

Zeezwaluw in True Blue Bay 

https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/zeezwaluw-post-2016-nr-5.pdf
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the Diamond Chocolate Factory and the Nutmeg station. Somewhere during the day the tour should stop at a 

waterfall to cool down or swim a bit. Even a lunch stop was included. This sounded so good to us, that we 

quickly phoned the organizer (US cruiser) of the trip to book two seats in the bus. A couple of months later 

we also joined a “CB’s Historical Tour”. This tour brought us along the same 3 specialties of Grenada but a 

different lunch stop. Cutty’s tour is mostly about special fruits and vegetation of Grenada, while the CB’s 

Historical Tour gives more insight in the history and independency. Both tours are great and worthwhile and 

we think we have seen all the roads of the island after these tours. 

 

The tours were as great as promised! After all the participants were picked up in the various bays, we drove 

to Saint Georges and further north along the coast. The scenery was magnificent and 

difficult to describe, therefor we will do it by pictures. The view from the fortress 

gave a splendid view over the town Saint Georges and the bay beyond. 

 

At the Nutmeg station2 in Gouyave, we were welcomed by a guide who explained many 

things. First, the building 

of 1947 was built on top of 

an old 16- century fortress 

and hundreds of years old. 

Al the work, from 

collecting the nuts from 

the farmers to packing and 

sending them to the buyers 

is done by hand; no 

machines are involved in 

the process. Isn’t that 

amazing? 

 

First the nutmeg nut and 

the mace is separated from 

the outer shell. Both 

produces have to dry 

before further processing. 

The nuts are visual inspected and sorted, before they are transported to the drying section. The drying 

process of the nut on special open “beds”, takes a couple of months. After drying, the nuts go through a 

water test; floating nuts go a different route (for ice cream, soap, essence oils or other produce for further 

information click here) as the sunken one. 

Thereafter follows the separation on size and packing in sacks. These sacks are stamped & labelled in the 

station with the name of the city of destination wherever in the world. It is amazing to be in such an old 

building and to discover the job is still done as when they started. 

                                                           
2 As we discover after many month the Flag of Grenada has a nutmeg in it. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nutmeg
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The Diamond Chocolate factory was nice to see but a bit disappointing due to the fact they were not making 

chocolate at the time we visited. We were able to see the machinery from behind thick glass walls and saw 

the cacao nuts before and after drying. Interesting though were the separation machines as well as tasting 

the chocolate. They produce chocolate with 100% till 60% cacao & with or without “extras” like nutmeg or 

ginger. We did not like the strong chocolates but loved the 60% with nutmeg; it’s such an exquisite and 

different taste. 

 

Before we drove to the Rivers Rum Factory we had a very good lunch at the Rivers Estate. 

Once at the factory a guide showed us around the property and explained the various buildings and their 

purpose as well as the distillation process to us. The most intriguing building for Riens was the one with the 

hugh waterwheel in front. The waterwheel was turned by water delivered by an ancient aqua duct. Behind the 

waterwheel was a complete antique machine park which set a rotating gear mechanism in motion for the 

conveyor band. (See the little film we made) 

 

This band transports the sugarcane to the rolling machine. The crushed sugarcane fell to one side and the 

“molasses” dripped in a gutter underneath the machine. This produce flowed on gravity to the next building 

where it was heated (by old dry crushed sugarcane) in different kettles to concentrate. After the fourth 

and last kettle the molasses flowed to the next room for fermentation. Remaining there for 4 days before it 

was ready for distillation in the 2 big wood burning kettles. In the end the rum has an alcohol percentage of 

70% before it was good to fill the bottles. 

 

At the end of the tour the guide brought us in a room to test/try various kinds of white Rivers Rum. 

The 70% is deadly, really! But for pussy’s they have the 40% raw white rum or 20% with a fruit like mango. 

We bought a bottle of each but even the 40% rum went after a few glasses through the boat-sink, still to 

raw for us. 

The fruity one was drinkable after further 50% diluting with juice! As you may assume, we are not great 

fans of white Rivers Rum but loved to see the factory. We like the few years old dark rums more. 

https://youtu.be/8RnGOUxBE64
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Scenery & history 
As you already read in the first part of this letter, Grenada has a passionate history. 

 

Through Clement of CB 

Tours we learned a bit 

about the Fortresses in 

Grenada. Many are ruins 

but a few are still in 

use, like the prison in 

Fort Rupert. 

 

Some are monuments 

and open to the public 

like Fort Frederick we visited. 

 

The pictures are showing the great views. 
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Not only great views experiencing from the fortress but mostly we have splendid views 

along the roadside like Halifax Harbour. It’s hidden from the sea and almost landlocked 

but an idyllic harbour even though there are 2 half sunken wrecks in it. 

 

Another specialty of Grenada is waterfalls. There are many of them flowing downward 

out the high mountains of the rain forest. The Concord waterfalls are one of them. You 

can have a swim in the (cold) pond underneath the cascading water. Just a level higher 

are stalls and little workshops selling handcrafts of coral, leather and unknown to us 

materials by very gifted Grenadians. 

 

 

Due to the humidity in that area you will find many different trees and fruits; like the nutmeg-, mango- 

breadfruit-, grapefruit- & banana trees. It was for us the first time to see those fruit growing and hanging 

on a tree. 
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The other waterfall/river trip we had was an organized trip as celebration of 

Patrick’s (a special cruisers bus driver) 70th birthday. We went river tubing as 

you already read in the Zeezwaluw post no 7 “The Zeezwaluw crew as 

donutters”, and do not need any editing. 

 

Grenada in hurricane season 
As we stayed the whole hurricane season in Grenada you may assume we are no newbies regarding the 

Caribbean weather anymore. We learned to watch the NOAA site next to the local weather of “Weather On 

Line” and Passage Weather. Mostly trouble is brewing near the Cabo Verde Islands (CV), the birthing 

grounds of hurricanes. As soon as a possible threat to the whole Caribbean is “imminent” somewhere in the 

Atlantic Ocean, NOAA will have more detailed information on their site about; heading direction, speed, 

force, rainfall and much more details. 

In Northern Europe we were used to “depressions” & “storms” from all quadrants and force predicted in Bft. 

In the Mediterranean we had ”Meltemi’s”, a forceful northerly wind. All predictions had in common that 

strong winds were coming soon. So our barometer was a perfect guide to see if the bad weather was nearby. 

The above weather systems predicted the Bft force, direction and possibility of rain or thunderstorms. 

 

But in the Caribbean it’s different (of course). Here we have “Tropical Waves (TW)”, announced in kn/hr or 

miles/hr with or without rain. Not the live-board sailors but many “part-time cruisers” (only sailing for a few 

months a year) around us were scary as soon as they heard a forecast of a TW. We had to look it up to 

understand what a TW was and learned that it was a kind of depression at the start near CV, most systems 

travel westward across the Atlantic Ocean. When the system starts to organize and spin it might develop in 

a named Tropical Storm (TS) or Hurricane (category 1-5). A TW always has lots of rain and stronger winds as 

normal. So new things for us to learn and experience as well as what this meant for normal live-aboard life. 

 

In Grenada the normal wind speed is between 10-20kn (3-5Bft) blowing always from the E, SE or NE corner. 

A TW forecast was normally not a concern to us only a bit more wind (20-30kn 5-7Bft) and lots of rain. This 

kept us inside Zeezwaluw for the duration of the TW. Woburn Bay was sheltered for these wind directions 

as well as for the swell by a reef at the entrance. So it was 

only a bit bumpier now and then due to the fetch in stronger 

winds. Thus we were happy and enjoyed ourselves during 

hurricane season as we did in Europe during “a wintering 

period”, until TS Matthew came along. 

 

We already talked about it in “Hurricane season Zeezwaluw 

Post 2016 no 6”. Matthew was the only hazard we had in those 

6 months and it was not as bad as we expected or endured in 

our 15 years as live-aboard. Another advantage in the 

Caribbean is temperature. 30+°C feels less horrible as a 

winter storm in Europe where the rain is ice-cold turning you 

into a popsicle but here it’s raining warm water instead! 

  

https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/zeezwaluw-post-2016-nr-7.pdf
https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/zeezwaluw-post-2016-nr-7.pdf
http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/gtwo_atl.shtml
http://www.weatheronline.co.uk/marine/weather?LEVEL=52&LANG=en&WIND=g079&KUST=01626&CEL=C&SI=kn&MN=gfs&TIME=6&MODELLTYP=uv10&MENU=0
http://www.weatheronline.co.uk/marine/weather?LEVEL=52&LANG=en&WIND=g079&KUST=01626&CEL=C&SI=kn&MN=gfs&TIME=6&MODELLTYP=uv10&MENU=0
http://www.passageweather.com/
https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/zeezwaluw-post-2016-nr-6.pdf
https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/zeezwaluw-post-2016-nr-6.pdf
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Extended hauling-out time 
Officially the hurricane season ends the first of November and many boats are on 

the hard until then. From then on, it is high-speed launching-time at all the 

boatyards in Grenada. We had to go on the hard to antifoul the bottom and 

will do it at Clarkes Court Boatyard in Woburn Bay, next door so to speak! 

December 7 we were hauled out with the gigantic 220ton travellift 

called “The Hulk”. A cradle drove Zeezwaluw to an empty spot in a row 

almost at the end of the yard, a nice spot to work for us. Every day 

more yachts were launched and Zeezwaluw became less and less boxed 

in. 

 

The intension was to do the bottom job, replace the cutlass bearing 

(bearing from the propeller shaft) and the usual maintenance while on 

the hard, so 3-4 weeks tops. 

But …… In the first week at the hard while preparing Zeezwaluw for the 

bottom job and scraping the booth stripe we saw that the top sides were in 

a bad condition. Not only the white paint was chalking off after almost 30-

years but the bow 

section had so many rust stains 

now, it was time to re-paint Zeezwaluw’ top sides3. 

After we made the decision to paint the topsides, 

the “job in a job”, was to renew the 10 portholes. 

 

In Zeezwaluw Post 2017 1-6 we wrote about living on the 

hard for a long time and the paint project we did on 

Zeezwaluw from the start to the splash so we won’t do it 

here again. (Follow this link to read the Zeezwaluw Posts 

in sequence) 

May 23 we splashed and went straight to our old mooring 

spot for a couple of days to recuperate and relax. We were so tired but soooo happy 

floating again. No need to say what a joy it was to sit down on your own head again at 

night instead of standing peeing in a funnel on top of a jerry can …… 

 

After almost 2 weeks we were organized and shopping was done therefore time to 

leave Woburn bay. We said our goodbyes (even to the hugh osprey in his tree) and 

left early on June the 8th. 

 

Sailing north 
Our first planned stop was Flamingo Bay in the Marine Park at the west side of Grenada just a bit north of 

Saint George the capital. Not a very long day trip though, just 22 Nm, with beam wind. 

                                                           
3 The rust stains were caused by a fellow cruiser who was grinding on his steel ship in front of Zeezwaluw. We were unaware of the 

damage till several month’ later. We discovered that little steel particulates were firmly embedded in the paint and causing multiple 

rust stains. Removing the stains with rust remover helped but only for a short time where after the old ones popped up again and new 

ones surfaced. This time the amount of rust stains was beyond polishing and needed a more definite solution therefore “repainting the 

topsides”. 

https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.wordpress.com/2017/03/26/the-zeezwaluw-post/
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Around mid-day we reached the tiny Flamingo Bay and found all buoys empty. We took one further in near 

the beach to be sheltered against swell if it would come. All alone in the bay what a luxury! 

 

On tiny beach little children were playing and swimming in the crystal clear water while local fisherman 

returned to their mooring and went home. Never saw an official to collect the mooring fee (4 days) 

mentioned in the pilot. Too much hassle to get out for only one boat, we assume. 

 

Zeezwaluw Post 2017 no 7, has detailed information and beautiful (nature) pictures of our time in Flamingo 

Bay and the next Grenadian Island, Carriacou. Tyrell Bay at Carriacou was a shorter stop as planned due to 

the weather. 

 

A Tropical Storm (TS) was on its way to The Caribbean while the centre was 

aimed at Grenada area in 5 days. Therefor Carriacou was not the place to sit and 

wait for the TS with strong winds. Why? 

 
While weighing the anchor in Woburn, some parts of the chain “jumped” around 

the anchor winch, like it “skipped” a link. Riens measured the “jumping” links and 

discovered that these links had been corroded / rusted and thinner over time. So 

the pitch enlarged a bit and did not have the proper measurements for the anchor 

winch anymore, consequently they jumped. This was unexpected bad news to us as 

this chain was not in a condition anymore to ride out a storm! So a new chain 

became the first item on the shopping list for Martinique with extreme high 

priority! 

 

As soon as the TS were predicted, we made Zeezwaluw ready to sail the +160 

Nm directly to Martinique which was out of the TS danger zone. The wind was 

already between 15-25kn from the E-NE so it will be a bumpy and wet sail as the halo we saw predicted. 

 

 

Flamingo      Bay 

Tyrell Bay, Carriacou 

https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.wordpress.com/2017/03/23/windward-islands/
laatste%20nieuws:%20https:/salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.wordpress.com/2017/03/26/zeezwaluw-post-latest-news/
https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.wordpress.com/2017/03/23/windward-islands/
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We cleared out of Grenada at 4 p.m. the same afternoon and bought some Tax-free diesel to fill up the main 

tank and were ready to move. The next morning at 7 o’clock we left Tyrell Bay and (motor) sailed north and 

the Grenada islands disappeared in our wake. Time to discover new places in the Caribbean! 

 

 

Riens and Ineke Elswijk at SY Zeezwaluw 


